Soluble epoxide hydrolase inhibition reveals novel biological functions of epoxyeicosatrienoic acids (EETs)
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Abstract

Early on, intriguing biological activities were found associated with the EETs using \textit{in vitro} systems. Although the EETs other than the 5,6-isomer, are quite stable chemically, they are quickly degraded enzymatically with the sEH accounting in many cases for much of the metabolism. This rapid degradation often made it difficult to associate biological effects with the administration of EETs and other lipid epoxides particularly \textit{in vivo}. Thus, it is the power to inhibit the sEH that has facilitated the demonstration of many physiological processes associated with EETs and possibly other epoxy fatty acids. In the last few years it has become clear that major roles of the EETs include modulation of blood pressure and modulation of inflammatory cascades. There are a number of other physiological functions now associated with the EETs including angiogenesis, neurohormone release, cell proliferation, G protein signaling, modulation of ion channel activity, and a variety of effects associated with modulation of NF\(\kappa\)B. More recently we observed a role of the EETs as modulated by sEHI in reducing non-neuropathic pain. The array of biological effects observed with sEHI illustrates the power of modulating the degradation of chemical mediators in addition to the modulation of their biosynthesis, receptor binding and signal transduction. Many of these biological effects can be modulated by sEHI but also by the natural eicosanoids and their mimics all of which offer therapeutic potential.
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1. Introduction

Over the last few years, the epoxides of arachidonic acid or epoxyeicosatrienoic acids (EETs) have been established as lipid mediators with important biological functions [1]. There are a variety of pathways involved in the degradation of these chemical mediators, but hydration of the epoxide to the corresponding 1,2-diols appears to be the major pathway [1,2]. Interestingly the enzyme that carries out this reaction was first found while studying the metabolism of a terpenoid epoxide that mimicked the insect juvenile hormone [3]. The enzyme was termed cytosolic and later soluble epoxide hydrolase (sEH) because of its localization in the soluble (and peroxisomal) fractions of the cell [4,5]. The human sEH is the product of EPXH-2, a single copy gene presents on chromosome 8 [6,7]. Although multiple epoxide hydrolase enzymes are
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present in all living organisms [8], the human sEH is the subject of intense research due to emerging roles of its substrates in inflammation and hypertension [9,10].

2. Structure and function of sEH

Following partial purification of the enzyme [11,12] its substrate selectivity was examined. Unlike the better studied microsomal epoxide hydrolase the sEH hydrolyzed epoxides on acyclic systems. Although the sEH hydrated trisubstituted terpenoid epoxides with a low $K_m$ it showed the highest $k_{CAT}$ for cis-1,2 disubstituted compounds [13]. However, both saturated and unsaturated fatty acid epoxides are excellent sEH substrates, especially the EETs [2,12, 14,15]. In the intervening 30 years the enzyme was characterized, its message and gene cloned, expressed and its catalytic mechanism determined [6,16–18]. Multiple crystal structures have been obtained for the murine and human enzymes [19,20]. The mammalian enzyme is a homodimer with the monomers arranged in an anti-parallel form. Each monomer is composed of two domains [19]. The N-terminal domain has a separate evolutionary history from the C-terminal domain and hydrolyzes phosphates on lipophilic backbones [21,22]. The biological role of this domain is not yet known. The C-terminal domain is an $\alpha/\beta$-hydrolase fold structure and is responsible for the epoxide hydrolase activity [19]. Interestingly in many lower animals and in plants the N- and C-terminal domains are separate proteins from separate genes and messages. Based on the enzyme mechanism [18], and later on its structure [19] potent transition state inhibitors of the enzyme were developed [23,24]. These sEH inhibitors (sEHIs) stabilized endogenous lipid epoxides and thus facilitated investigations into numerous biological functions associated with EETs, many of which are discussed in this volume. These biological effects can be loosely grouped into two categories: cardiovascular and anti-inflammatory. The cardiovascular effects include a reduction in blood pressure in several hypertensive rodent models [10,25], a reduction in renal damage [26], and a reduction in ischemic injury in heart and brain [27,28]. The anti-inflammatory effects of EETs were first established by Node et al. [29] and Kozak et al. [30]. Node et al. observed that EETs prevented leukocyte adhesion to the vascular wall by a mechanism involving inhibition of transcription factor NF$\kappa$B [29], while Kozak et al. demonstrated that arachidonic acid epoxides are anti-pyretic [30].

3. Novel aspects of sEH function: pain and inflammation

Because EETs and other lipid epoxides [15,31] appear to be major chemical mediators we developed GLC–MS methods for their analysis [32]. With the availability of LC–MS technology we began to add a number of other analytes in the arachidonic acid cascade to our method [9,33]. As expected, we observed that high level of sEH decreases EETs levels while increasing the corresponding diols, DHETs [25]. Analogously inhibiting sEH increases the epoxide to diol ratio in several animal models [9,10,23,25]. Using this analytical method we surprisingly observed that PGE$_2$ levels in plasma were reduced following the administration of sEH to mice treated with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) to induce inflammation [9]. PGE$_2$ levels did not change significantly in control mice when administered sEHI alone. Based on these observations, and other eicosanoids involved in inflammation and pain, we developed the hypothesis that sEHI and EETs themselves should dramatically reduce pain. This proved to be the case in several classical rodent inflammatory pain models (Fig. 1).

There are a multitude of modulating mechanisms and receptors involved in pain perception [34,35]. Peripherally, at the site of tissue injury, the nerve cell endings termed nociceptors are composed of small-diameter nerve fibers activated and sensitized by noxious stimuli (mechanical, electromagnetic, electrical, thermal, and chemical) or by substances released in response. Subsequently, allodynia, spontaneous pain in the absence of stimulus or in response to a previously non-painful stimulus such as gentle stroking, and hyperalgesia, a disproportionately severe pain produced by a mildly noxious stimulus, develops. The many
neuroactive substances released in response to tissue injury also termed the ‘inflammatory soup’ stimulate nociceptors, thus playing a major role in the development of inflammatory pain. Components of the inflammatory soup include: protons, ATP, histamine, serotonin, kinins, cytokines and arachidonic acid metabolites such as prostanoids. These mediators released by damaged cells, immune cells, or by nociceptor terminals themselves via local axon reflexes can directly activate the primary afferent fibers by depolarizing their endings or by enhancing their responsiveness to other physical and chemical depolarizing agents. Beyond the periphery, several mediators including prostaglandins and nitric oxide can send feedback signals to central presynaptic endings in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord eliciting response in the central nervous system leading to central sensitization. This highly sophisticated system, with many mediators and receptors, establishes a fine balance to monitor the health status of an organism and intervenes as it becomes necessary. One of the pivotal molecules in inflammation is arachidonic acid, which when released in response to tissue injury has three potential metabolic fates [1,36]. It can be metabolized by the COX, LOX and/or cytochrome P450 pathways resulting in the production of prostaglandins, monohydroxys, leukotrienes and epoxyeicosanoids, respectively. The cytochrome P450 oxidation products, well known as EETs, are among the major anti-inflammatory arachidonic acid metabolites with a variety of biological effects [29].

By way of increasing EET concentrations through either exogenous delivery or by stabilizing EETs via inhibition of sEH, inflammatory pain can be significantly reduced. In two rodent models of inflammatory pain, one elicited by LPS [37] and the other by carrageenan, we observed significant anti-hyperalgesic effect upon administration of two structurally dissimilar, but equally potent sEH inhibitors, with or without exogenous EETs. In the carrageenan induced pain model thermal hyperalgesia was restricted to the carrageenan treated limb (Fig. 1). Therapeutic topical administration of sEHI AUDA-be blocked hyperalgesia effectively for at least 8 h after which the hyperalgesia resumed. Notably, sEHIIs attenuate both hyperalgesia and allodynia equally well in the LPS induced inflammatory pain model. Analogous to the action of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs sEHIIs did not have an impact on nociception in the absence of induced pain.

4. Synergistic interactions in the arachidonic acid cascade

Another surprising implication of the metabolic profiling was that the analgesic effect of inhibiting sEH correlated with decreased induction of COX-2 without affecting COX-1. Further work has shown that COX inhibitors can increase EETs concentrations and that a combination of these therapeutics can have an improved analgesic effect. COX inhibitors increase EETs levels dramatically enough that it is likely that at least some of the analgesic effects of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are due to this increase in EET levels. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 2, where a sEHI is used in conjunction with the selective COX-2 inhibitor celecoxib. The effect has been observed with all of the COX-1, COX-2 and mixed NSAIDs tested. Unlike various COX inhibitors, the sEHI did not cause a large increase in lipoxygenase 5 metabolites suggesting that LOX 5 was also down regulated and sEHIIs are dampening down the effect of inflammation. It is feasible that the reduction in proinflammatory mediators and pain are the result of inhibiting sEH, which increases EETs and that leads to transcriptional down-regulation of COX-2 induction, while at the same time the NSAIDs directly reduce the enzyme activity of the remaining protein (Fig. 3).

A direct prediction from the above work is that the EETs and thus the sEH should show additive to synergistic interaction with NSAIDs in reducing inflammatory metabolites in the arachidonic acid cascade. The EETs transcriptionally down regulate COX-2 in an inflamed state resulting in a decrease in inflammatory metabolites. NSAIDs of course inhibit COX-1 and/or COX-2 also resulting in a dramatic reduction in inflammatory metabolites, and the
combined effect is predictably dramatic. Co-administration of sEHI with a low dose of NSAIDs results in a large reduction in inflammatory metabolites. Thus, for example, if the deleterious effects associated with the use of high doses of rofecoxib are compound specific, one could use sEHI to maintain efficacy while reducing NSAID dose. Another hypothesis surrounding the side effects of COX-2 inhibitors is that they cause an imbalance in eicosanoids, specifically PGI2 and TXA2. The observation that the sEHI down regulate, but do not completely inhibit induced COX-2, suggests that the sEHI are less likely to demonstrate this toxicity. Therefore, co-administration of sEHI and NSAIDs may reduce the side effects associated with some NSAIDs.

Additionally, a low dose of NSAIDs increases the biological effects of sEHI, by shuttling the arachidonic acid precursors into the P450 branch of the arachidonate cascade and increasing EETs. Low doses of sEHI synergize NSAIDs and other drugs influencing the arachidonate cascade by transcriptionally down regulating key inflammatory enzymes. This would allow COX inhibitors, for example, to be used at dramatically reduced doses while retaining therapeutic effects and providing an alternative to combined COX/proton pump inhibitor cocktails which are currently under development by the pharmaceutical industry.

The effects of co-administration of NSAIDs and sEHI can be extrapolated to other combination therapies within the arachidonic acid cascade. These data predict as well that low doses of NSAIDs and other drugs which shift eicosanoid flux should synergize the action of sEHI, and this synergism has been observed in rodent experiments. These observations are likely to lead to useful combinations of drugs. However, there is the caution that interaction of compounds acting on the arachidonate cascade or physiological processes downstream from the cascade could lead to undesirable interactions.

Our recent data indicate that EETs, like other oxylipins, not only regulate cytokines and chemokines but also regulate other key enzymes in the arachidonic acid cascade. An increase in EETs caused by sEHI seems to have little effect in constitutive COX-1 or even COX-2 as measured by plasma metabolite levels. This observation was confirmed by PCR and western analysis of the messages and proteins. However, an increase in EETs results in a dramatic down regulation of induced but not constitutive COX-2 and its associated metabolites leading to a reduction in symptoms associated with severe inflammation. At first glance an increase in EETs, which leads to the transcriptional down regulation of COX-2, might shift arachidonic acid into the LOX pathway, thus increasing proinflammatory eicosanoids. Our data show a decrease in 5-LOX metabolites. Simplistically the sEHI mediated increase in EETs can be seen as resulting in a shift in eicosanoids from a pattern generally initiating and propagating inflammation to a pattern of resolution of inflammation. When analyzing multiple metabolites, patterns of eicosanoid profiles are far more informative than individual biomarkers. We feel that this observation of cross talk among the pathways in the arachidonate and other lipid cascades is likely to be a general phenomenon.

The metabolomic approach to eicosanoid profiling has provided tremendous insight into the regulation of the arachidonic acid and other regulatory lipid cascades. By no means are these approaches easy, nor have we done more than demonstrate the concept of the approach of metabolomic profiling to the evaluation of the many known and unknown lipid mediators. However, the availability of a quantitative multianalyte method could prove valuable. From earlier work it is clear that modulation of enzymes in the arachidonic acid cascade shifts the flow of arachidonate among the pathways which can result in dramatic biological effects. Possibly the best known example of this effect is the observation that administration of aspirin can shift the arachidonate flow from the COX pathways to the LOX pathways including LOX 5 resulting in increased production of leukotrienes and thus asthmatic symptoms. The COX-2 inhibitor data demonstrates this type of transfer of arachidonic acid from COX to a cytochrome
P450 pathway, supporting our previous speculation that some of the analgesic effects of COX inhibitors is be due to the increased concentrations of EETs.

5. EETs and receptors

Despite the fact that no specific EET receptor has yet been characterized, several studies suggest there are both intracellular and membrane bound EET high affinity binding sites [1]. Interestingly, when EETs were exogenously applied (100–300 mg/kg) to male rats, the animals displayed a unique set of behaviors including a short period of increased activity, exploratory behavior, grooming and chewing. In pursuit of a better understanding of the observed analgesic effects and other behavior we investigated a set of cellular receptors on which EETs may have actions. A group of 47 potential receptors were selected, and screened for ability of EETs to displace high affinity radioligand binding (Table 1). Among these we found that respective high affinity radioligands of the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor (PBR), cannabinoid CB2 receptor, neurokinin NK2 receptor and dopamine D3 receptor were displaced by low micromolar concentrations of EETs whereas other subtypes of these receptors including the central benzodiazepine, cannabinoid CB1, neurokinin NK1 and NK2 and dopamine D1 and D2 receptors were not effected. These effects were further investigated by screening the activity of individual EET regioisomers on each of these receptors (Table 1).

Although these binding studies resulted with weak effects and the functional consequences of these reported activities are largely unknown these receptors may have links to nociception, the most notable being the CB2 receptor. CB2 receptor is expressed in the periphery, in particular on immune cells and its activation is independent from the CB1 receptor which mediates central cannabionoid effects such as hypothermia, catalepsy, and hypoactivity [38]. Activation of CB2 on non-neuronal cells in inflamed tissue is assumed to suppress the release of inflammatory mediators implicated in nociceptor sensitization [39]. Accordingly, CB2-selective agonists have recently been shown to induce antinociception in models of acute, inflammatory, and nerve injury-induced nociception [40–43]. These data lead us to predict that inhibition of sEH, thereby increasing epoxide fatty acids concentrations, may cause analgesia through multiple pathways including reduction in the levels of prostaglandins such as PGE2 and by directly acting on cellular receptors. Compounds that mimic EET structure can potentially be exploited to target these receptors.

6. Conclusion

The concepts presented here may have broader implication, with regard to both maintaining health and treating disease. Currently, over 15% of the world’s pharmaceuticals influence the arachidonic acid cascade, and many of the key enzymes in the biosynthesis and degradation of lipid chemical mediators are major targets of the pharmaceutical industry. Thus any discussion of the arachidonic acid cascade is quite general. This cascade has been exploited for therapy for many years in terms of single concept medications as exemplified by taking an aspirin for a headache. More modern therapies in some ways continue this simplistic approach exemplified by using celecoxib to treat joint pain. It is clear from data presented here that sEHI or for that matter EETs can be used successfully in combination with five lipoxygenases activating protein inhibitor and COX inhibitors to reduce pain and inflammation. As we begin to think in more sophisticated terms regarding the exploitation of the arachidonic acid cascade to preserve health and treat disease, we certainly should begin to consider logical combinations of two or more medications to alter the cascade in desirable ways. We know that regulatory lipids are altered by diet, nutraceuticals and lifestyle. The scientific community should be evaluating the effects of all of these perturbations on the arachidonic acid cascade and integrating this information with changes caused by pharmaceuticals. By no means are these improvements in health delivery simple to develop either from a scientific or sociological
perspective, but the technologies to implement them seem clear. For example a near term goal will be the integration of analytical knowledge of the arachidonate cascade with information on the genome, transcriptome and proteome. We can plan toward a goal of individualized diagnostics in general and of the arachidonic cascade in particular and development of therapy geared to the individual rather than the “average person”. In this vision we would adjust lifestyle, nutraceuticals, diet, and drugs to modulate the arachidonate cascade to maintain health and if needed treat disease. Progress toward realizing such a vision would certainly be a tribute to eicosanoid pioneers such as Jack McGiff.
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Fig 1.
The sEHI AUDA-be blocks carrageenan (CAR) induced local thermal hyperalgesia effectively. Male rats ($n = 8$) were administered 100 $\mu$l (2%) of CAR in saline by subplantar injections. CAR was injected immediately following baseline measurement of thermal hind paw withdrawal latency (PWL). AUDA-be was formulated in a neutral cream (Vanicream™) and applied topically to the treated paw (100 mg/kg) 20 h post-CAR injection. PWL for the contralateral and ipsilateral (treated) paws were measured at each time point. Therefore AUDA-be had not only a prophylactic effect in reversing thermal hyperalgesia (data not shown), but it was also effective therapeutically.
Fig 2.
Synergistic reduction of PGE$_2$ plasma levels by combined treatment of COX and sEHI. Co-administration AUDA-be and NSAIDs produce a synergistic decrease in prostaglandin PGE$_2$ (black bars) and increase in EpETrEs (EETs grey bars), 6 h after LPS exposure. The data indicate that using a prophylactic dose of AUDA-be with a non-optimal therapeutic dose of COX inhibitor can further reduce PGE$_2$. The data represent an average ± S.D. ($n = 4$) and are depicted as percent of control mice receiving vehicle without LPS. *Significantly different from NSAID alone ($p < 0.05$) as determined by analysis of variance followed by Tukey’s test.
Fig 3.
A prophylactic dose of AUDA-be reduces hepatic COX-2 protein expression 6 h after LPS exposure relative to mice receiving LPS only. Results from individual inhibitors at various doses are in dark grey bars. Co-administration of the sEHI and rofecoxib is depicted as a light grey bar, indicating that a prophylactic dose of AUDA-be used in conjunction with a non-optimal therapeutic dose of rofecoxib (10 mg/kg) can further decrease COX-2 induction. Data represent the COX-2 protein levels ± S.D. (n = 3) in murine liver after exposure to LPS as determined by independent western blots. *Significantly different from vehicle (p < 0.05) as determined by analysis of variance followed by Tukey’s test. #Significantly different from AUDA-be alone (p < 0.05) as determined by analysis of variance followed by Tukey’s test.
### Table 1

Interaction of EETs with selected cellular receptors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CB₁</th>
<th>CB₂</th>
<th>NK₁</th>
<th>NK₂</th>
<th>NK₃</th>
<th>Peripheral benzodiazepine</th>
<th>Central benzodiazepine</th>
<th>D₃</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EET-me mixture (µM)</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,6 EET-me (µM)</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,9 EET-me (µM)</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11,12 EET-me (µM)</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,15 EET-me (µM)</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Binding assays were conducted by CEREP according to standardized procedures. A mixture of regioisomers of EETs were initially screened broadly for displacing ability of high affinity ligands. In a second round the IC⁵₀ of the mixture and the individual isomers were determined. Reference compounds and their affinities (M) for respective receptors from left to right were CP 55940 (1.00E⁻⁰⁹), WIN 55212-2 (7.60E⁻⁰⁹), [Sar⁹,Met(O₂)¹¹]-SP (2.20E⁻¹⁰), [Nle¹⁰]-NKA(4–10) (9.30E⁻¹⁰), SB 222200 (1.00E⁻⁰⁸), PK 11195 (2.70E⁻⁰⁸), Diazepam (1.0E⁻⁰⁸), (+) butaclamol (8.90E⁻⁰⁹). NT: not tested.